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Abstract
Dirofilaria infections constitute an uncommon clinical entity in humans. The most common Dirofilaria species affecting the humans include D. repens and D. immitis. There are about 40 other species of Dirofilaria known to cause diseases in humans. The incidence of these infections have been on a rise with more cases being reported from different parts of the world each year. More than 1000 cases have been cited in literature now in diverse geographical locations and is still rising. European countries surrounding the Mediterranean region have been noted to be amongst the most affected areas.

The key to diagnosis is differentiating it from other pathologies with similar presentations like malignant neoplasms, sebaceous cysts, fungal infections and abscesses.

This article reports a case series of the clinical presentation, characteristics and treatment of human dilofilariasis over the past the past 2 years at our institute.

Introduction
Dirofilariasis is caused by a nematode which belongs to the genus Dirofilaria and family Onchocercidae. (1) They can infect humans accidently via vectors and have therefore been implicated in zoonotic infections worldwide.

Climatic changes and an increase in the movement of the parasite’s reservoir have caused an increase in the geographic range of Dirofilaria from the traditionally endemic/hyperendemic southern regions thus increasing the risk of human infection. In addition, current summer temperatures are sufficient to facilitate extrinsic incubation of Dirofilaria in many areas of Europe. (2) The aim of this paper is to present our experience in managing dilofilriasis at our institute.

Materials and Methods
The present study was conducted in our hospital where 3 patients with dilofilariasis were treated over the past 1 year.
These cases were diagnosed with standard investigations and treated by surgical excision.

Local anesthesia was used at the site. Incision made over the swelling and blunt dissection done to identify the mass.

The cyst was cut open which revealed the larva.

Mass removed in toto from the surface of the underlying muscle.
Regular small sized suction drain was inserted and wound closed with 3.0 prolene.

![Fig 6. Suction drain and wound closure](image)

Biopsy of the entire cyst with larva was sent for.

![Fig 7. Cyst cut open with larva](image)

Post operatively antibiotics, anti-inflammatory agents and analgesics were given. Drain removal was done after 24 hours and suture removal after 1 week.

**Discussion**

The first case of human dirofilariasis documented dates back to the report of Addario in 1885 from Italy. (3) Cases of human dirofilariasis caused by *Dirofilaria repens* have been reported in Asia, Europe and Africa. *D. immitis* is also noted as a causative agent of dirofilariasis in India. First human case of pulmonary dirofilariasis in India, caused by *D. immitis*, was detected at autopsy and isolated from a child manifesting as portal cavernoma with pulmonary dirofilariasis. The most commonly reported manifestation of human dirofilariasis worldwide is subcutaneous or ocular disease caused by *D repens*. (4) The incidence of ocular dirofilariasis is on the rise in several parts of India, particularly in Kerala. Man is a dead end host for the parasite. In most cases of human infections, a single parasitic lesion is found. The most frequent presentation of this parasitic lesion is in the head and neck region (64.6%) (5) Travel history is an important aspect that should not be overlooked during history taking. Pathological identification by diagnostic evaluation of microscopic cross sections and identification of the dirofilarial worms by the presence of thick laminated cuticle broad lateral chords and large muscle cells is gold standard. (6) PCR (polymerase chain reaction) protocols may further aid identification in cases of poor specimen preservation techniques. Excisional biopsy is curative (7). There is a disagreement regarding administration of therapy after surgical excision and identification of a parasite. Some authors deny the necessity of specific therapy while other authors recommend it. (8)

**Conclusion**

Dirofilariasis represents a diagnostic problem since it produces symptoms which may be confused with other possibilities and thus this parasitic infection remains underdiagnosed. With changes in lifestyle of people and the rise in frequent travelling, a significant increase in this helminthic infection can be anticipated. To add to this is the current climatic variations which favours the survival of these zoonotic parasite may be contributory.
The early identification of the infection, standard diagnosis and meticulous surgical technique provides satisfactory resolution of symptoms with a good clinical outcome. Increased awareness among clinicians may help in early identification and patient care.
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